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We start this story by traveling through an overwhelming deep-space galaxy
clustered with countless stars, planets, and colorful space nebulas displaying
the unlimited vastness of space and planets far, far away from Earth.
Speeding closer to our solar system, we observe the gigantic size of the planet
Jupiter.
We now see a UFO as it flies through the vicinity of Jupiter. The spacecraft is
a very detailed saucer shape, silver-blue in color. As the UFO observes the
huge colorful mass of Jupiter, it speeds off instantly toward the rings of
Saturn. Shooting through the gaseous rings of Saturn, the UFO leaves a white
vapor trail as it streaks across the planet’s atmosphere.
The UFO points toward Earth and darts across the open space, instantly
coming into view. It observes the beauty of our home planet.
Now, from inside the UFO, looking out the pilot’s window, we see the
continental United States of America. Suddenly, in a turning motion as if we
are in the UFO pilot seat without seeing the occupants of the UFO craft, we
head toward the west coast of the United States.
Speeding by the western shoreline of the United States and flying north of
California Big Sur coastline, the point of view instantly comes to the great
forest area of Oregon.
Coming closer is a small suburb in the countryside outside of Eugene,
Oregon, with scattered lights seen below as we move closer toward the little
country cabin-style house in the woods as the specific targeted planned
destination.
The UFO moves very slowly and silently without any sound as if it’s wanting
to stay hidden. The UFO hovers motionlessly over the tree line as it peaks
from above onto a cabin-style home in the woods.
ANGLE, on the cabin-house, a few lights are on in the living room and back
bedroom.
We come closer as if we are sneaking up to view through the back-bedroom
window and see a young teenage girl getting ready for bed. She takes off her
robe, dressed in full-length pajamas, and pulls the covers back on the bed as
she crawls into her bed. We come closer.
On the bed, we see a thirteen-year-old girl now lying under the covers, getting
ready to read a book. We come closer and see the title of the book: What I did
with My Fat Boyfriend Last Summer.
She closes the book with a smile on her face and then sets the book on the
nightstand next to the bed. She reaches up to turn off the lamp.

As the room becomes dark, lit slightly by a large fish aquarium loaded with
plenty of colorful fish, we feel she is being watched and observed closely. The
girl is unaware of the ALIEN PRESENCE and what is about to happen.
We feel an alien presence looking around the young girl’s bedroom, observing
a montage of pictures and magazine cutouts pinned up altogether on one of
the bedroom walls with a title posted on top of the wall: MY LIFE SO FAR,
BY SAM (short for Samantha).
We observe the point of view as if we are looking through the ALIEN’S eyes.
Viewing the photo montage closely, we start to understand the personality of
SAM, who seems very likable yet so innocent and vulnerable.
In the dark of the room, we slowly turn and come closer and closer in slow
motion to Sam in bed with her eyes closed. She takes a deep breath and rolls
over, getting more comfortable to fall asleep.
From a wider angle on the room, we now see the slight outline and shadow
silhouette of three ALIEN EXTRATERRESTRIALS now moving toward the
bed of the innocent, young thirteen-year-old SAM.
Closer on Sam, we see her pretty face and notice she is now sound asleep
while being very closely observed. The room now has a dense, thick, heavy
atmosphere, as if the setting was being prepared by a predator. Now wide on
the bedroom for the first time, we get the slight glimpse of three ALIENS,
who are more visible. We see they are short in size, with skinny bodies and
large heads with very scary large black eyes.
Viewing the bed, the ALIENS stretch out their skinny arms and hands over
SAM’S bed. They look at one another with silent communication and put
SAM in a deep sleep—a coma-like state where they can control and
manipulate her body.
Closer on the bed, Sam is lying on her side. She rolls over flat on her back.
The three ALIENS, with their arms still stretched out, now raise their hands
slightly, and we start to see SAM’S body rise a bit and begin to very slowly
levitate.
Closer on the ALIENS, they effortlessly walk from the bed with their hands
stretched outward as SAM’S sleeping body, controlled by the three ALIENS,
defies gravity and moves motionlessly through the air.
There is an ALIEN on each side of SAM and one ALIEN behind her head as
if she is now being pushed toward the bedroom window facing the backyard.
The ALIENS dematerialize and walk through the wall, along with SAM’S
floating motionless body.

Suddenly, from the backyard, the ALIENS are seen walking through the wall
of the house, with SAM’S body floating stiff as a board about three feet off
the ground. They walk toward the ALIEN SPACECRAFT parked in the very
large backyard, hoovering still and silently a few feet off the ground.
Coming closer to the UFO, the bottom of the ship opens, and a walkway ramp
comes down to allow the three ALIENS AND THE FLOATING BODY OF
SAM TO NOW WALK UP THE WALKWAY RAMP AND INTO THE
ALIEN UFO CRAFT. The inside of the ship lights up and makes a slight
humming sound, vibrating as if the fusion power automatically takes over as
the walkway ramp pulls up and closes, sealing SAM inside the ALIEN
captured confinement.
From the lawn of the backyard, we hear a slight humming sound. We see the
UFO craft lift off the ground slowly and then pause, hoovering for a moment.
Suddenly the spacecraft shoots up into the air, out of sight in two seconds. It
is gone.
From the lawn of the backyard, looking up toward a stunning clear night sky,
we see thousands of stars. The sound of crickets, along with night birds and
owls from the forest, can be heard as if a quiet umbrella had been lifted and
nothing had happened. There is no sign of ALIEN ABDUCTION.
Looking closer at the house, we see nothing has been done to damage the wall
or window of SAM’S bedroom.
Observing back inside Sam’s bedroom shows the covers have been left pulled
back, as SAM is completely MISSING.
Close on the aquarium, all the beautiful colorful fish have their little noses
pressed against the glass, wide-eyed as if they had watched the whole
ABDUCTION—AMAZING.
The ALIEN UFO races through the solar system. As we observe inside the
UFO, SAM is lying on an examination table. Blue-green rays from a set of
overhead lights point directly down on her paralyzed, sleeping body.
The three ALIENS come into the examination room and stand around SAM
as they look at one another and then at SAM before they begin to speak. Their
mouths do not move, as they speak to each other telepathically.
The SECOND ALIEN says, it’s now time to speak to her and understand her
evolvement process. We hear the soft voice of the ALIEN just above a
whisper call out her name…SAM…SAM. Then, a bit louder, the voice clearly
says, SAAAMMM. And then one more time direct, quick, and louder. SAM!
Eyes closed, Sam now starts to respond in her sleep state. As we see her

eyelids flutter a bit, we hear her barely start to whisper. In a deep voice, a bit
slurry, she says, who are you? What are you doing to me? Please don’t hurt
me.
The FIRST ALIEN responds and says, we will not hurt you, SAM. SAM’S
head starts to move side to side, and she mumbles, saying, what do you want
with me? What do you want with me?
The FIRST ALIEN moves his head closer to SAM’S head as we hear his clear
and steady voice state, we want you to stop the unintelligent school teachers
from filling young students’ minds with illogical, useless, and untrue
information.
SAM has heard the FIRST ALIEN make a clear and direct statement that
answers SAM’S question. Yet SAM is slow to respond and clearly still only
partially coherent. She begins to speak. How did you know we have
unintelligent teachers?
The SECOND ALIEN says, we have been observing Earth humans on the
planet for over two thousand years.
The FIRST ALIEN, we will now teach you the advanced information stored
in our computers and then send it to you through our implant chip device.
SAM, still in a complete sleep state, says, what advanced information?
The SECOND ALIEN says, the truth about the universal creation, science,
your true civilization history, and more.
The FIRST ALIEN comments to the other two ALIENS. Yes, she is a perfect
specimen.
SAM, remaining very still on the examination table, says, why did you choose
me?
The THIRD ALEIN, Sam, you are the perfect age of thirteen—still not yet
completely conditioned to the primitive habits of your planet.
The FIRST ALIEN says, and that is our mission, to stop the unintelligent
teachers from filling the young students’ minds with illogical information.
Sam is still motionless on the examination table. She says, Wow, that’s
awesome. WHAT? CHIP IMPLNAT DEVICE? WHAT IS THAT? I DON’T
THINK SO…
FIRST ALIEN, still speaking telepathically, says, a small computer chip, like
your veterinarian put into your dog. The small chip device will be in your
nose.
SAM, what! I don’t want that thing up my NOSE! THIRD ALEIN, or we can

put the chip in your foot.
SAM, that’s weird. How about behind my ear? All ALIENS look at each
other as if they are thinking that’s a good idea.
IN THE EXAMINATION ROOM a mechanical device that looks like a big
vacuum with a long needle on the end comes out of the wall.
The FIRST ALIEN places the needle point behind SAM’S ear and pulls the
trigger on the vacuum hose. We hear a click, and SAM says ouch. All three
ALIENS look at each other. They nod their heads as if it’s done. SAM has
been successfully implanted.
SAM speaks from her sleep state. Can I go home now?
The three ALIENS look at each other and nod their heads as if they agree
with SAM.
FIRST ALIEN, affirmative, SAM, you can go home now.
We see the view now of the whole examination room as the three Aliens
stretch their skinny arms out over the examination table. They close their
eyes; then, instantly, SAM’S body disappears.
As fast as the blink of an eye, we are in the backyard of SAM’S house. The
house is very peaceful, as if nothing has been misplaced or disturbed. The
sounds of the night forest are all around and normal.
We again feel and sense the ALIEN predator presence looking toward SAM’S
bedroom window. Peeking in the bedroom window, SAM is sound asleep
under her covers. As we come closer, it is as if nothing ever happened. She is
sleeping peacefully with a slight smile on her face.
Next to SAM’S bed on her nightstand, we see her alarm clock. It displays
6:00 a.m. As the alarm goes off, we see all the colorful fish in SAM’S
aquarium flock together and press their little faces upon the aquarium glass
fish tank and stare at SAM’S bed, watching her reach for the alarm clock.
Sam sits up in the bed, coming out of a deep sleep. She stretches her arms out
and takes a deep breath, starting to become fully awake. She gets out of bed
and walks to the bathroom. As she passes by the fish aquarium, she touches
the glass fish tank slightly. With a smile on her face, she says, good morning,
boys and girls, my little friends. Did you have any good dreams last night?
Sam looks around the room slowly, yet it all seems different to her. Speaking
to the fish, she says, well, I sure had a real doozy. You guys wouldn’t believe
me if I told you this dream. Wow. Amazing, dudes.
She touches the fish aquarium slightly as she passes and mentions, almost

breakfast time, dudes. Sam enters her bathroom, reaches for her toothbrush,
and puts some toothpaste on her toothbrush. As she starts to brush her teeth,
she hears a voice in her head.
FIRST ALIEN speaks to SAM telepathically and says, good morning, SAM.
How do you feel? SAM looks around the bathroom, still brushing her teeth.
She is not sure she heard the voice.
FIRST ALIEN, I said how do you feel?
SAM, OK, what’s going on?
FIRST ALIEN, your dream last night was not a dream.
SAM says, how do you know? Who are you? I feel like I can remember
something but can’t remember.
SECOND ALIEN, SAM, we have implanted a chip into your ear. That’s why
you can hear us.
SAM, a bit hesitant, says, well, what do you want?
THIRD ALIEN, we told you last night what we want.
SAM, well…ah yes, but I want you to stop.
We hear a voice from outside the bathroom. It’s SAM’S mother, Susan,
calling out to SAM. In a motherly voice, she says, honey, are you talking to
me?
SAM responds to her mother. Ah yeah, Mom, I just got some toothpaste on
my shirt.
Susan says, OK, we have fifteen minutes, so hurry up. Your breakfast is
ready.
SAM says, OK. I’m brushing my teeth.
Susan replies, Well, maybe you should have thought about that earlier. I can’t
do everything.
Sam finishes brushing her teeth and heads to the kitchen to eat her breakfast.
On her warm bright-yellow plate is two strips of bacon and one small
pancake, with poorly mixed chocolate milk.
Susan reminds SAM, don’t forget to check out a book from the library so you
can finally read one.
SAM quickly says, I promise this time I won’t forget.
Sam finishes breakfast and heads to her room to pack her backpack and then
out the door to her bike. Sam lives about a mile away from school. She jumps
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